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It is not always easy to conjure up the homely atrnosphere portrayed in that lovely print of Spohr playing chamber music
with friends in his home. On several occasions ic large halls we did not achieve this. For example, to an audience of
500 in a hall that held 3,500 in lthaca, New York State, though we were assurer.i that this was a record attendance for
chamber music and that the ripple of applause was appreciative.

Of course, the problems of bad acoustics, britile atmosphere and distance from the audience is universal. It was therefore
refreshing to discover that the new chamber music hall in the Philharmonic complex in Berlin is an excelldnt shape and
has a good acoustic: Spohr sounded well there.
days after the Carnegie Hall bicentenary concen we were to rehearse at the New York flat of a friend of our
leader, Kenneth Sillito. A surprise awaited us, for this turned out to be the Park Avenue apartment of Dr Bemard Jacobs,
an overseas member of the Spohr Sociery. Dr Jacobs' collection of music included copies of every published string quanet
by Spohr. We were m meet the next day a musician friend of Dr Jacobs, Irwin Polk, who possesses a violin bow
designed and used by Spohr. The bow is some four inches longer than a normal one. The knowledge of this
"abnormality" immediately made sense of those many long, fluid quaver passages in Spohr's music, which are usually
indicated to be played in one impossibly long bow stroke. Impossible, that is, for us lesser (or smaller) monals.

A few

Of course, presenr-day touring cannot equal the hardships and length of time endured in the travels of the great musicians
and anists of rhe lSrh and lgth cenruries. The worst aspect today is the so-called "jet lag", or maybe just trying to fit
too much travel and too many concens into too short a time,

Aniving in, say, the United

Stares one day; rehearsing the next;

it still

feels like 2.00 am as one walks onto the platform

to give a concert on the third day.
On one occasion we had finished a concert in Athens, Ohio, at 10.30 pm and were driving in two cars to Columbus
Airpon in order to report for a flight to Los Angeles at 6.00 am. The drivers were myself and Roger Garland (third
80 mph. A local diligent policeman spotted us and, as
violinist); we were driving in true British tradition
- exceedinggrowled
that we were "under arrest." The moment we
our hired cars exhibited N{iami number plates, he immediately
spoke with our "quaint" English accents his whole atritude changed. Ohio had a new governor who had increased law
enforcemenl We had Miami number plates and, of course "no one in Miami obeyed the law." Credit cards were
produced, fines paid and we went sedately on our way. That night we had only three hours in bed.
On anorher occasion we decided to drive 650 miles on a day with no concert. Roger Garland, whose hobby is to drive
around racetracks at high speed, set off first. Tbe wo cellists left next and I depaned last as usual. We were driving
through South and Nonh Carolina Maryland and fre Nonh. I was relating to my passengers the Ohio poiice story when
rhe flashing blue lights appeared behind us again. I went to sit in the police car and the more friendly police ofhcer took
do you know Roger?" Roger had been going faster than L
my licence, smiled and said: "Malcolm

-

The rest of the journey was spent restfully driving ar 55 mph. But on hearing that we were members of the Academy
us well.
of St Martin in the Fields, the policeman had not hned us
- butthewished
Nonet and the Octet for wind and strings. We will
We will continue to play Spok and will soon perform and record
continue to play Spohr in halls large or small anywhere in the world. Spohr was specific about how the two quanets
should sit on stage. But sometimes available space decides how we should sit, such as in a straight line in a church in
Somerset, or face-to-face four-by-four in anorher church in Devon. But the Sunday aftemoon play-through with friends

for pure cnjoyment is still to be

recommended.

THE COMPLETE SPOHR . A PROBLEM IN
MUSICAL ETHICS
By Keith Warsop
"All the indicadons point upwards for Spok ... If there were shares available I would be a heavy
buyer ... his clarinet concerbs alone ... have Four Seasow potential ... Spohr's voice was not that of
a pleasanr minor composer or even of the super technician he cenainly' was. My own guess is that
a funher decade's exposure of the opus-mountain of the Kassel Konzenmeister will establish a ranliing
a linle below Haydn and Mendelssohn, but in thcir company and of it."
Edward Pearce in Classic CD, July 1991

-

Spohr Sociery members who have been with us since our early days will recall how srongly we emphasised the point
rhat only Spohr's best works should be perfonn:d and recorded: that we did r:ot wish to see the day when such
these works could only
composirions as the flisrorical Symplony or the Reise Sonala figurcd regularly in programmes

-

At that time we also lisred those works which, by common coosent of Spok scholars who had toiled long in this field
were his outstanding contributions to music and, therefore, were at the top of our list of performing and recording
priorities (these included Fifth Symphony, Seventh Violin Concerto, Second and Founh Clarinet Concenos, Third and
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Founh Double Quanets, String Sextet, String Quirut in B minor, Op.69, String Quanets Op.29, No. 1 and Op.74, No.3,
the Alchymist and Macbeth ovenures, selected liedrr, and, to a lesser exrcnt, some of the piano trios and violin duos).

Yet here we are 20 years on wirh the prospect of rrmerous Spohr cycles, some already in progress and others planned,
threatening to pur almost the complete Spohr on rwd, including many of those less-inspired works which, we fel! could
only harm his reputation.
How has this almost complete umaround come Sout? A hard and almost hopeless batde to get a handful of Spohr's
supreme masrerpieces recorded has suddenly hrehed che btrricades so successfully that many of the definitely
unsupreme non-masterpieces are pouring through

&

opening too.

Firstly, we can point to the fact thal those imponmt works of Spohr which have been successfully recorded, such as
the clarinet conceilos or the double quafles, harro whened the appetites of many for more Spohr. In other words, a
market is slowly being created * as the extracts goted above from a column in a record review magazine make clear.
Secondly, there is the development of music inp commercial "sound archives", available to the public in the form
witness the output of Mozan material in this bicentenary year, even extending to most
complere recorded editions
the fragmentary works which have survived.

-
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Already rhis tendency had developed in the later 1960s. The Deutsche Grammophon Beethoven Edition of 1970 showed
the marketing experts that purchasers were waitin!- During the 1970s such projecs as the complete Haydn symphonies
and sring quaners proved highly successful. Lala, the complete Dvoiiik string quanets, for insunce, showed to what
lengths it was possible to go in producing archirre material on record. At least three of these quafle$ were completed
when Dvoiiik was suppressing his own natural mukal instincts in an anempt to impon Wagnerian and Lisztian principles
inro the quanet. These works are of extreme leng$ (one lasts a few seconds under 70 minutes) and only survived at all
through rhe discovery of eady sets of pans as Dmi6k had destroyed the scores. Only the scholar, the profound Dvoidk
enrhusiast or the collector who must have no gaps in a set of works (as if they were cigarette cards or stamp issues)
would really want thes€ three quanets. Later in the 1970s such releases as the complete music for violin and orchesra
by lvlax Bruch or the complete piano trios of Hay& (some 45 works) in one boxed set showed the extenl of the market

for such compilations.
Although such bulk packaging had its critics. fue was also a conrary view: that just as one might have in one's
personal library the complete novels of Dickens
Scott or Balzac or Tolstoy (which would, of course, include some
of their lesser inspired productions) without feeliry it necessary to re-read them every few months, so it was possible
the complete concertos of A-B-C or the complete works of X-Yto have the equivalenr in one 's retord collection
without needing to listen to them with any frequency.

a
-
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The economics of rhe CD age have accelerared &is process towards "complete c1'cies." While the indusrry's major
record companies re-cycle the smndard classics again and again, and go to ever extreme lengths in markedng the "star

quality" of their artists, the smaller independent firrns (such as, in Britain, Hyperion, Chandos and CRD) are forced to
look elsewhere to survive. There are three main aas available to them: discovering new talent; recording rare repenoire;
and recording contemporary music.

While CDs are being bought at such a pace, the de.mand for recording material will intensify. There is a limit to which
the smaller companies can go in promoting their artists. At a cenain point these artists attain a level of fame which
attracrs the major companies with their more lucraive contracts. With contemporaq music the marliet is limited, but with
rare repenoire of the past the well is bonomless with the added incentive that one day a company might "hit the
jackpor" and unearth a composer who repeats rhc Yivaldi phenomenorr by becomiug wildly pcpular. Another atraction
for tackling rare repenoire is that the major conpries are unlikely to step in by deciding to record, say, the complete
Anton
Walter Piston
or Havergal Brian
symphonies of Nikolai Miaskovsky
- or Alan Hovhaness - or
- or
Rubinstein
or Joachim Raff * or-Louis Spob-

-

Which brings us neatly back to the subject of our discussion and the role of both ourselves and the Intemationale Louis
Spohr Cesellschaft at Kassel in this explosion of ideresr in Spohr's music. Now that the recording companies need the
repenoire they ofren need help in locating the perfirmance material or guidance for ideas of which music to record. Had
rhis need arisen in rhe early 1960s we would have had no rouble in guiding them to our list of Spohr's best works and
maliing sure thar they ignored the others; but todry it is too late to do this. N{arkering research shows that the "onboff ' record of rare repenoire often sinks withoutrrce; only a series of issues (such as the complete symphonies or string
quarters) can keep up the pressure on the collector, Even when a record company accepts our suggestions as to recording
Spohr's best works, they immediately want to go o{r to record the remaining compositions in that panicular cycle. Of
course, we could withhold our help but that woulJ isvolve tkowing oul the bab;- *'ith rhe bathwater
- the companies
would leave Spohr and ourselves ro get on wirh i: and switch their interest to another composer. If that happened, we
would be lefi without the recordings of his best rorks which we desire. Even if a company decided to go ahead with
a Spohr project after we had declined to help, thcy rnight do less justice to the composer than if we accepted a watching
brief.

One shon example will suffice: when Marco Polo decideC to record Spohr's First Symphony we were able to bring to
their a$ention the composer's decision to dmir the npeats in the Scherzo as, on retleclion, he decided that otherwise the
movement was too long. This advice was followd in the recording.
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There is an interesting sidclight on the tendency towards recording "the complete Spohr". Scholars have often remarked
on Spohr's Janus-faced position in musical history
partly looking back ro the classics (espially in his loyalty to
rounded forms and balanced periods) and partly looking ahead to ttre romandcs (harnronies; orchesruio$ programmes;
experimental ensembles). What has not been noticed is that Spohr occupies a similar ambiguous position with regard to
the classification of composers into "great" and "minor masters". To explain: When a minor master such as Hummel
writes a piano concerto we know that it
have a stirring aad tuneful opening for orctrcstra along leading to a
dramatic or poedc enry by the soloisq that the central secrion of the movement will be partly developmenr and partly
free fantasia; that the reprisr' will be regular and will lead to a cadenza. One hardly has to tbink about Hummel's
just enjoy tla music they contain. It is different with Mozart or Beethoven. One can, of course, enjoy
concerto forms
their music on the Hunrnel level but it is clear thar the intellectual rigour they have brought to the conceno form is att
the time arousing, defeating, altering or confirming expectation$; that everything coheres rather than being only a pleasant

-

will

-

succession

of musical

events.

In this area Spohr is closer to Mozrt and Beethoven than to Hummel. In such frrst movemenr as those rc the Second,
Third, Fifth, Seventh, Ninth, Tenth and Eleventh violin concenos and the clarinet cotrcertos this is abundantly clear. But
Spohr also has a foot ia the camp of the "minor masters" and this shows through in some of the finales to those $ame
concertos
insrance the Ninth and Eleventh violio concertos are surely of this calibre wbercas the Second and
- forconceno
Fourth clarinet
finales mainuin the sundard of their first movements. But the teehnical level of Spohr's music
is always that of a grcat compos€r the manoeuvres within his mlsic, so to speak and rhat briags us back to the
main thread of our thought. Many performers
v,l"o become involved with Spohr lind- that this technieal perfection is
almost an atraction in its own right and so, oocg more, we have an incentive to want to go on to perfonn "the complete
Spohr"
to record more of Spohr than is perhaps good for him.

-

We have covercd a lot of glound from our opening position of wishing to have only Spohr-s best wo{*s performed or
recorded. Let us affirm herc that this is still our desire. But it is too lare to make tbat position an effective one. History
has moved on to the stage wlrcn the mass exhumation of Spohr's music is already under way. However, when the Spohr
recorded archive is for all practical Frrposes cornpleta ttren the selection of tbe best can again be the rule for future
recordings. Only, perhaps, the ddrnition of "ttre bert" will have been extended to include a number of works which we
would never have come to appreciate but for "th: complete Spohr". For we must not forget that among the ulsung
works already revived a few maserpieces have surfaced which would otherwise have lain in obscurity; for instance *n
string quartets, Op.29, No.2 and Op.&4, No2 aad the Harp Trio ro name bur thrce. Let us hope there are morc s*ch
surprises in store as "tbe cornpletc Spohr" is unveiled.

